MOTIVATION
The realization of the possibility that some physical device could exist based on principles beyond what is foreseen by strong Church-Turing thesis: "Any algorithmic process can efficiently be simulated using a Turing machine." is rather recent in the history of computer science (See [15] pp. 5). Thus given a problem or equivalently a function to be calculated, whenever one is to specify the algorithm solving the problem one must also define the physical device the algorithm is designed to run on. Therefore · the complexity of a problem, how many basic operations the best solution algorithm needs to perform, is actually intrinsic to the physical device implementing it. Consequently complexity of a problem depends on the limits of the way we manipulate physics.
With the advent of quantum computation harnessing principles of quantum physics and the discovery of quantum algorithms that are more efficient than their classical counterparts solving the same problem it is a natural desire to classify all such problems that would give way to improvement on a quantum computer.
An important class of quantum algorithms makes use of "quantum oracles", a device due to which the quantum circuit solving the problem becomes a function of part of the input. For such algorithms the number of invocations of quantum oracles is crucial and defines the query complexity of the problem. The most basic quantum oracle is the standard oracle whose computational strength is investigated extensively and its limitations are well known (See [1] , [2] , [6] , [18] ).
The important result of [1] is that one could represent the coefficients of elements of the computational basis with polynomials of input variables when queries of the standard oracle is considered. Therefore the probability of measuring any element of the computational basis in the resulting state of a quantum circuit composed only of fixed unitary transformations and queries of the standard oracle correspond to such polynomials as well. By an argument on the increase in the degree of those polynomials appearing as coefficients for successive queries of the standard oracle combined with another argument on the minimum degree of an approximating polynomial required to yield the desired function, one could easily calculate a lower bound on the necessary number of queries determining the query complexity. Unfortunately the applicability of this idea is limited to the standard oracle.
Rather than arguing on the coefficients of the computational basis [8] argues on the basis formed by the eigenvectors of the standard oracle queries to calculate such a lower bound. [4] makes use of an analytic argument based on the degrees considering the coefficients of elements of the computational basis as trigonometric polynomials to obtain a result comparing the standard oracle to the phase oracle.
The approach in this article aims to generalize the applicability of the argument used to compare two oracles in [4] via using trigonometric polynomials to represent the coefficients of some state obtained by the quantum circuit corresponding to the basis elements formed by the eigenvectors of oracle queries. For this purpose we start with a generalized definition of a quantum oracle and propose a classification of quantum oracles. This classification will provide the required framework for the comparison of a pair of quantum oracles in a much generalized setting culminating in the following theorem: THEOREM 1. Given two nonentangled oracles Q (1) , Q (2) with
could approximate Q (2) at functions in F 
over |ψ (2) x ′ ,i ′ , the (x ′ , i ′ )-th eigenvector of Q (2) f1 , therefore has degree at most (2) x,i over |ψ
f1 , therefore has degree at most 1.
Moreover if Q
(2) is a simple oracle then T
x,i (f2) .
With this new insight it is possible to tie the results in [10] and [4] to a more general idea in oracle approximation which enables us to obtain a finer inequality for the result of [4] :
as well as bring a constructive and direct proof to the result of [10] :
Simulation of Q min requires at least 2 n − 2 queries of Q bit at functions in F n n . Then we shall combine these results to decide whether efficient simulation is possible between any pair of oracles out of the four common oracles provided as examples.
PRELIMINARIES

Basics
A qubit is defined to be an element of C 2 \ {0}. The state of an n-qubit system is usually taken to be an element of (C 2 ) ⊗n \ {0}.
Because we do not intend to distinguish between some states we introduce the equivalence relation ∼ on (C 2 ) ⊗n \ {0} where x ∼ c.x ∀c ∈ C * . Thus · the state space of an n-qubit system is set to be the following projective space:
⊗n comes equipped with the Euclidian inner product, induced by the inner product on C 2 n given by ((y 1 , . . . , y 2 n ), (z 1 , . . . , z 2 n )) = iȳ i z i
Such a particular selection of basis vectors is generally dictated by our measurement operators and is called the computational basis for the quantum system (See [13] ). A canonical representative for an equivalence class in H n is a unit length element of (C 2 ) ⊗n in the equivalence class, thus is given by:
The probability of observing a basis state |α i in the measurement of the state |ψ ∈ H n is defined as P(|ψ , i) = |c i | 2 where c i is the corresponding coefficient of |α i of a canonical representative for |ψ . This probability is independent of the choice of a canonical representative.
For a more complete discussion of quantum computation basics and quantum complexity theory, see [3] , [6] , [18] and [7] .
(C 2 ) ⊗n is a 2 n dimensional complex vector space hence an element of GL(2 n , C) acts on (C 2 ) ⊗n as a linear transformation. This action descends to (C 2 ) ⊗n \ {0} because 0 is mapped to itself under the action of any linear transformation. Due to linearity the same action descends to a group action on H n . For our purposes we may restrict our attention to actions of unitary transformations in GL(2 n , C). Unitary transformations form a subgroup of GL(2 n , C) acting transitively on H n . Moreover the action of a unitary transformation sends a canonical representative to another.
We shall denote the set of all unitary linear transformations given by a matrix of size 2 k by U k and U = ∪ k U k .
A Pseudo-metric on
k ∈ A has precisely ℓ such elements. Set d n A,B (|ψ , |η ) = ∞ for those pairs of states for which no such connecting sequence exists.
It is easily verified that d n A,B : H n × H n → Z ∪ {∞} satisfies all conditions of a pseudo-metric.
A Pseudo-metric on the States of All Quantum Systems
The following formalism is necessary for formulating a distance allowing the use of ancillas.
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Assume we are given a fixed a set of linear embeddings preserving the Euclidian inner product:
Such a choice of linear injections is usually given by {i
Hence given |ψ ∈ H m , |η ∈ H n and A, B ⊆ U one could define:
satisfies all conditions of a pseudo-metric.
Examples
To demonstrate the expressiveness of this formalism we present a few examples:
Then for any |ψ , |η ∈ H 1 , there exists |ξ ∈ B Euc (|η , ǫ) such that d 
B Euc (|ψ , ǫ) for some |ψ ∈ H n denotes the set of all states in H n for which the open ball of radius ǫ around a canonical representative for |ψ considered in (C 2 ) ⊗n with respect to the Euclidian metric arising from the Euclidian inner product contains an element in the same equivalence class.
In the language of complexity theory the operators O, Ω and Θ discard a constant change in the argument because a constant change in the speed of an algorithm is not significant for theoretical purposes. Analogously if we multiply the distance function defined earlier by a positive constant real number the induced metric topology will not be affected! From a mathematical standpoint it is remarkable that most statements about computational complexity are actually topological. That's why most of the problems and phenomena related to computational complexity fits naturally into the language and formalism developed in this section. 
QUANTUM ORACLES AND QUANTUM ALGORITHMS WITH ORACLE QUE-RIES
Introduction and Definitions
Let B = {0, 1} and F m n be the class of functions of the form f : B n → B m . In the most general setting the class of functions we are interested in could have a domain D and range R defined over arbitrary sets. But we assume for simplicity that these functions are supplied with a fixed d : B n → D and e : R → B m so that for any function f in this class e • f • d is in the required form. The class of all such discrete valued functions defined over a discrete set is given by F = ∪ n,m>0 F m n . In the quantum computation literature when an oracle query is mentioned, it is generally implicit that this is a query of the standard oracle associated to f ∈ F m n of the form:
where |x and |y are elements of the computational basis and ⊕ denotes summation modulo 2 m . Thus a quantum algorithm with queries of the standard oracle is a linear transformation:
where no U i depend on f . See [6] , [18] .
For quantum algorithms with standard oracle queries, lower bounds for the number of queries required to calculate typical functions are established. Calculating OR and PARITY has query complexities Θ( √ 2 n ) (See [1] ) and Θ(2 n ) (See [8] ) respectively where n is the number of bits the function f is defined over. These results are often attributed to an intrinsic weakness of the quantum computation model involving queries (See [15] pp. 271).
Our conviction is that the definition of the standard oracle is far too "classical" to permit one harness the full potential of a quantum system and thus mainly responsible for such unsavory results. Therefore both in an attempt to be free from the limitations the standard oracle imposes and to generalize the idea of a quantum oracle we'll take a different approach and suggest the following definition.
DEFINITION (QUANTUM ORACLES).
The class of all quantum oracles is denoted by Q.
Thus an oracle Q gives rise to a unique unitary linear transformation Q(n, m)(f ) when queried at f ∈ F m n . The functions Q(n, m) are called the instances of Q. With an abuse of notation Q(n, m)(f ) is denoted by Q f . Therefore an oracle query corresponds to a function Q : F → U. It is assumed that one can also inverse query an oracle Q at f to obtain the unitary linear transformation (Q f ) −1 . Throughout the rest of the text the i-th computational basis state |α i ∈ (C 2 ) ⊗n of an n qubit quantum system is represented by |i . We shall as-
where ǫ is a fixed number smaller than 1
. Such a list of unitary operators
Analogously a quantum algorithm with oracle queries is defined as follows.
DEFINITION (QUANTUM ALGORITHM WITH ORACLE QUERIES).
n and x ∈ B k , the quantum circuit U with oracle queries computing F is started with the initial state |ψ |x , is composed of finitely many unitary linear transformations: U i , independent of f and x, and queries and inverse queries of Q (ℓ) at f , independent of x, and satisfies:
where ǫ is a fixed number smaller than Note that with this definition the actual input is encoded both in the function f and the state |x . For a fixed |x , the system could end in different states depending on f due to the oracle queries in the quantum circuit. Moreover if we have more than one function of the sort f i : B ni → B mi our algorithm should depend on, we can always join them into a single f : B i ni → B i mi . Thus this definition of "Quantum Algorithms with Oracle Queries" is sufficiently general to encompass another possible definition involving finitely many functions as inputs.
DEFINITION (QUERY COMPLEXITY). Fix a state |ψ ∈ H
l with respect to a subset A ⊆ Q and maximum error ǫ is defined to be equal to
For the provided definition of "Query Complexity" to make sense the connecting sequences mentioned in the definition of d A,B (·, ·) must be chosen independently of the input parameters f ∈ F m n , x ∈ B k and are required to connect the initial and the final states for any possible value of the input parameters. This approach provides a natural extension to the definition of d A,B (·, ·) by allowing connecting sequences, initial and final states to be functions of parameters. 1 with respect to A is in the order of Θ( √ 2 n ) when considered as a function of n (See [2] ). This example, generally referred to as the problem of "Satisfiability" or SAT, deciding if there exists an input that f maps to 1, is particularly important because it is in the class NP-COMPLETE.
DEFINITION (ORACLES APPROXIMATING ORACLES AT FUNCTIONS IN
If there exists such an N for which ǫ could be taken arbitrarily small, then Q (1) is said to simulate Q (2) with N queries at functions in F m n .
By the phrase "independently of f ∈ F m n " in this definition the requirement that the connecting sequences must be chosen independently of f is emphasized. Clearly the required number of queries, N , in this definition includes the number of inverse queries and depends on the class of functions F m n in consideration. Based on this definition it is also straightforward to define "oracles approximating oracles" at functions in a subset of a class F m n .
The Canonical Examples
The Standard Oracle. The standard oracle Q
bit is the oracle whose query at f ∈ F m n gives rise to Q bit f ∈ U n+m with the following action on the computational basis of a quantum system of n + m qubits:
Then it is easy to verify for each 0 ≤ x ≤ 2 n − 1 and
This calculation classifies all the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the oracle query Q bit f at any f ∈ F m n acting on n + m qubits. Thus this definition completely determines all the instances of the standard oracle Q bit . Note all the states |ψ s could be efficiently prepared (i.e. by polynomially many unitary gates in m) by a modified quantum Fourier transform (See [16] ).
The Phase Oracle. The phase oracle Q
phase is the oracle whose query at f ∈ F m n gives rise to Q phase f ∈ U n+1 with the following action on the computational basis of a quantum system of n + 1 qubits:
where
Note that for any f ∈ F m n the action of Q phase f corresponds to a rotation by an angle θ x in the subspace generated by vectors |x |0 , |x |1 for all 0 ≤ x ≤ 2 n − 1. Thus a routine calculation yields for each 0 ≤ x ≤ 2 n − 1 the set of all eigenvectors of Q phase f are of the form:
This calculation classifies all the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the oracle query Q phase f at any f ∈ F m n acting on n + 1 qubits. Thus this definition completely determines all the instances of the phase oracle Q phase . It is a known result that the approximation of Q bit by Q phase up to ǫ ≤ 1/8 at functions in F 
3.2.4
The Minimal Oracle. The minimal oracle Q min is the oracle whose query at f ∈ F m n yields the identity operator in U n unless n = m and f is a permutation on the set B n . In that case a query of Q min at f gives rise to Q min f ∈ U n with the following action on the computational basis of a quantum system of n qubits:
is trivial otherwise f is assumed to be a permutation for the calculation of the eigenvectors of Q min f . It is clear that the eigenvectors of such an oracle query depends on the orbits of the permutation f . Let the permutation f ∈ F n n have o orbits and r ℓ be the length of the ℓ-th orbit. Fix an element of the ℓ-th orbit,
For all 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ o and 0 ≤ s ℓ ≤ r ℓ − 1 the following vectors are easily observed to be the eigenvectors: 
Classification of Quantum Oracles
We shall present a classification of oracles based on the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of their queries. Assume we are provided with an oracle Q. Each instance Q(n, m) could be lifted so that
⊗n such that Q(n, m)(f ) acts stably on the following subspaces:
In other words it is required there exist such subspaces W x possibly depending on the choice of f ∈ F m n and satisfying Q f (W x ) = W x . Clearly entangled instances could exist because an eigenvector of a unitary operator in U n+k could not always be expressed as a product of two vectors v ⊗ w where v ∈ (C 2 ) ⊗n and w ∈ (C 2 ) ⊗k .
Given such a nonentangled instance Q(n, m), let the pair (x, i) take values in {0 . . .
Then the state |ψ x,i = |α x |β x,i is called the (x, i)-th eigenvector of Q f . Observe due to the definition of a nonentangled instance all eigenvectors could be expressed as above. Conversely requiring all eigenvectors to be in this form would give rise to an equivalent definition for a nonentangled instance. The nonentangled instance Q(n, m) is called basic if for each (x, i) there exists c x,i ∈ R and a real-valued function g x,i defined on a subset of R both independent of the choice of f ∈ F m n such that after a renumbering of basis states if necessary θ x,i could be expressed as:
The reason for this unconventional notation is that oracles are a function of functions and so should the eigenvalues be.
It is a crucial point about the definition of a basic instance that the function describing θ x,i depends only on the value of f at x. This definition does not exclude the possibility of the eigenvectors of Q(n, m)(f ) being dependent on f . If the eigenvectors of a basic instance Q(n, m) could further be chosen independently of f ∈ F m n such an instance is called simple.
·
Given a basic instance if all g x,i could be chosen independently of (x, i) by varying c x,i if necessary then it is called an instance of type-g. Moreover if such a g could be chosen as the identity function then the instance is said to be of linear-type.
Note that because of the periodic nature of the function e iθ and that f is discrete-valued, it is not always possible to express each θ x,i uniquely. Thus given a basic instance Q(n,
An oracle is called to be of any of these particular types if all its instances are so up to a base change. All the previous examples of oracles are nonentangled and basic. The standard oracle and the Fourier phase oracle are simple but the phase oracle and the minimal oracle are not. Moreover the standard oracle is of linear-type.
Almost all the quantum algorithms with queries based on the phase estimation procedure (See [14] ) involve estimating θ x,i (f ) of a basic oracle (complemented with continued fractions algorithm to deal with the error introduced during this estimation if necessary: [9] ) for which calculation of F (f, x) could be performed efficiently on a classical computer whenever some θ x,i (f ) is known.
Example: The Order Finding Algorithm.
Recall the order finding algorithm of [17] used to calculate the order of a ∈ Z/N Z where a and N are relatively prime integers. The quantum algorithm starts at a fixed state and performs a phase estimation on the unitary operator depending on the input a, N . With a slight modification it fits exactly into the definition of the quantum algorithm with queries.
For positive integers n ≤ m, let N satisfy 0 < 2 
It should be noted that with the above notation two different values of y will give rise to the same eigenvector for some x whenever they are in the same coset of (Z/N Z) * / x . Once this fact is kept in mind it is obvious by an argument on the dimension that these account for all the eigenvectors of a unitary action.
Because the order finding algorithm is always provided a function of the specified form as a part of the input, whenever f ∈ F m n is not of this form Q o f should be assumed to be the identity operator in U n+m and therefore · 13 is trivial. This determines the instance Q o (n, m) for arbitrary n, m ∈ Z + therefore Q o at any f ∈ F in general. Moreover due to the way eigenvalues of its queries are defined Q o is a basic oracle but it is not simple. It is actually of type- The order finding algorithm essentially performs a phase estimation on the queries of the oracle Q o . To achieve that effect the algorithm performs an inverse quantum Fourier transform following a query ofQ, another oracle derived from Q o . Considered at a particular instanceQ : F m n → U n+m+t (t is a sufficiently large number determined by the required precision for phase estimation), queries ofQ at functions in F m n , have the following action on n + m + t qubits:
Interestingly enoughQ is a basic oracle each instance of which is efficiently constructible via a polynomial size (in n + m + t) circuit of basic unitary gates! (See [15] , pp. 228) The eigenvectors and eigenvalues of its queries are easily obtained based on the original definition of Q o . Therefore the order finding algorithm actually computes the following function for some n, m ∈ Z + :
For the sake of completeness we may define F n,m (f, x) = 1 whenever f ∈ F m n is not of the above specified form. Moreover the query complexity of every F n,m with respect to the oracleQ is 1 since a single query is sufficient to provide a solution to the question of order finding using this algorithm. Therefore when query complexity of each F n,m is considered as a function of n, m, queries ofQ bring an exponential gain over the best known algorithm computing F n,m using queries of the standard oracle which is based on the usual Grover Search.
Comparison of Nonentangled Quantum Oracles
For arbitrary oracles, Q (1) is said to efficiently approximate Q (2) up to δ if it could approximate Q (2) up to δ with O(p(n + m)) queries at functions in F m n for any choice of n and m for some polynomial p(x) over real numbers. Efficient simulation is defined analogously.
If Q (1) can approximate Q (2) efficiently but not the other way around this could imply existence of a function whose query complexity would be lower if queries of Q (1) could be employed. Moreover Q (1) would be at least as powerful as Q (2) for any purposes of computation.
·
We shall assume we are given nonentangled oracles Q (1) , Q (2) to compare in terms of efficient approximation and therefore consider an arbitrary instance (n, m) of Q (1) and Q (2) . As earlier assume we are working on a quantum system of sufficiently large size M with an ordering on qubits. We shall also assume oracle queries are always acting on the first qubits in this order with no loss of generality. This is due to the fact that all the constant unitary transformations used in oracle approximation could be modified accordingly since this assumption is equivalent to a base change for each application of an oracle query. Therefore to decide the action of an oracle query at functions in F m n on this quantum system, we will assume the instance (n, m) of both oracles are given in the following form after a lift as in Section 4.1:
In view of the earlier requirement in Section 4.1, M not being minimal does not affect the properties satisfied but only changes the multiplicity of eigenvalues.
Our aim is to put a lower bound on the Q (1) queries required to approximate Q (2) up to δ at functions in F m n and show that this lower bound grows faster than any polynomial in n + m.
To conclude more than N queries of Q (1) is necessary to approximate Q (2) up to δ at functions in F m n it is sufficient to show the existence of f ∈ F m n and an eigenvector |ψ (2) x,i of Q
It is not necessary in general that an eigenvector satisfying (3) exists even if approximation with N queries up to δ is impossible. However this is necessary for impossibility of simulation with N queries, i.e. if for all eigenvectors of Q (2) f the following equation is satisfied:
for a particular choice of {U k ∈ U M |1 ≤ k ≤ N + 1} and {p k = ±1|1 ≤ k ≤ N } then by linearity the same would clearly hold for any possible initial state. Therefore one could immediately deduce that Q (2) could be simulated with at most N queries of Q (1) at functions in F 
Clear considering how a unitary transformation acts on the coefficients and the definition of trigonometric polynomial. This also implies the definition of the degree does not depend on the choice of basis.
Otherwise use the previous result.
Note that each trigonometric polynomial corresponding to the coefficient of a basis element following the application of a number of unitary transformations some of which are oracle queries to a unit vector has to be smaller than or equal to 1 in absolute value.
LEMMA 1. Given two nonentangled oracles
x,i (f ) denotes the (x, i)-th eigenvalue of the oracle query Q 
over |ψ (2) x ′ ,i ′ .
If vectors are represented with respect to the basis formed by the eigenvectors of the oracle query Q (2) f , observing only the difference in the coefficient of the eigenvector |ψ (2) x,i gives
As all eigenvectors |ψ
f are considered, this yields the stated result at every f ∈ F m n . Furthermore as a consequence of Theorem 4 each of the trigonometric polynomials T
Therefore demonstration of (3) reduces to calculating a lower bound for |e
n . Making use of this fact one could determine the impossibility of efficient approximation between two oracles in a much general sense.
THEOREM 1. Given two nonentangled oracles
where -e iθ (2) x,i (f) denotes the (x, i)-th eigenvalue of the oracle query Q
f . 
f1 , therefore has degree at most 
f ) corresponding to the scalar projection of the vector Q (2) f |ψ (2) x,i over |ψ
PROOF. Assume the contrary and consider f 1 , f 2 ∈ F m n and (x, i) for which
is maximized. The Triangle Inequality gives:
By original assumption |T
we get a contradiction due to to same argument in Lemma 1. Because the error in approximation has to be at least as large as the difference in the coefficient of |ψ (2) x,i . Thus another application of the Triangle Inequality gives:
which gives rise to another contradiction due to Lemma 1. Therefore the error should be at least as large as δ at either f 1 or f 2 which implies the result. Moreover the degree of the trigonometric polynomials should be as stated due to Theorem 4. By definition of the simple oracle, if Q (2) is a simple oracle then the eigenvectors of Q (2) f will be independent of f . Therefore T
Thus the argument is based on the fact that the large amount of change in the eigenvalues of Q (2) f as f ∈ F m n is altered could not be accommodated by the relatively small change in the trigonometric polynomial which is a function of the phases of the eigenvalues of Q (1) f since the change in these eigenvalues is also small. This imposes a lower bound on the number of Q (1) f oracle queries we should perform to approximate Q
is a basic oracle and some of the g
x,i (with the earlier notation in Section 4.1) are differentiable functions for each instance one could apply the following argument due to [4] in combination with the Theorem 1. [5] ). Let T (θ) be a trigonometric polynomial of a single variable θ ∈ R. Then
THEOREM (BERNSTEIN'S INEQUALITY
PROOF. This is an immediate consequence of the Mean Value Theorem and the Bernstein's Inequality.
Combining with Bernstein's Inequality we get: 
Set the initial state of the quantum system of size M to be
with the same notation in the definition of the standard oracle. An application of the specific form of Theorem 1 for the simple oracle Q 2 , considering the action of the query Q
f ⊗I on this initial state together with the earlier eigenvalue calculation yields:
Thus in view of Theorem 1 we obtain:
Note that 2 is the highest value |e iθ (2) 2 m ). Thus we can apply Lemma (2) on T (θ) by letting
Consider the real valued function h(x) = arcsin( √ x). An application of the Mean Value Theorem yields:
and attains its maximum in the in the interval [
Hence an immediate application of Lemma (2) yields:
Thus approximating Q bit up to δ requires at least 2
At this point if a more concrete lower bound is required one might make use of the inequality [10] . The proof provided here is constructive and direct.
Let Q (2) = Q min and Q (1) = Q bit . Assume that we are given 2 at which the representation of this trigonometric polynomial will not include evaluations of f . Using Theorem 1, we shall perturb f 1 into f 2 which will enable us calculate the desired lower bound.
Let f 2 ∈ F n n be the following permutation:
This special construction effectively splits the single orbit of f 1 into two orbits in f 2 but causes no change in the scalar projection over |ψ s |j between |ξ s,j (f 1 ) and |ξ s,j (f 2 ) ! On the other hand the scalar projection of (Q (2) f2 ⊗ I)|ψ s |j onto |ψ s |j will surely be different than e 2πis 2 n due to the fact that eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a query of the minimal oracle depend on the length of the orbits of the function it is evaluated at. Hence with the language in Theorem 1 we obtain:
This immediately implies the intended result. Applying this argument for all possible 0 ≤ s ≤ 2 n − 1 (choice of j would make no difference because of the construction) one could improve the choice of δ. 
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The reasoning behind the proof this lemma is clear in view of the definition of efficient simulation and approximation.
As a consequence to this lemma the results demonstrated by these examples coupled with the following results:
-Q bit can efficiently simulate Q phase (See [4] ).
-Q bit and Q f ourier can efficiently simulate each other (See [10] ).
-Q min can efficiently simulate Q bit at permutations (See [10] ).
immediately yields:
-Q phase cannot efficiently simulate Q min .
-Q phase cannot efficiently simulate Q f ourier .
-Q f ourier cannot efficiently simulate Q min .
-Q f ourier can efficiently simulate Q phase .
-Q min can efficiently simulate Q f ourier at permutations.
-Q min can efficiently simulate Q phase at permutations.
This concludes the issue of efficient simulation for any pair of oracles provided earlier as examples.
CONCLUSION AND FURTHER QUESTIONS OF INTEREST
As suggested by the previous examples the proposed method is sufficiently powerful to obtain two previously established results regarding the question of query approximation in a more generalized setting.
How far do the implications of the ideas presented in this article extend? What sorts of other oracles would be interesting to compare? The following list of questions are posed as an attempt to demonstrate possible directions of future research based on the ideas in this article. These questions appear to be very closely related and the potential ideas involved to solve any one of them are very likely to be linked to the solution of another.
Classification of efficiently implementable oracles.
Arguably the most significant question of the complexity of quantum algorithms involving queries is what set of oracles should be classified as efficiently implementable. Even if we restrict ourselves to the oracles that could be efficiently implemented by a fixed basis of elementary gates one could possibly obtain oracles stronger than the standard oracle. The oracle given in the order finding algorithm is likely to be such an example because an algorithm with polynomial query cost to the problem of order finding using queries of the standard oracle seems to be nonexistent. Is it possible through Quantum Physics to construct even stronger oracles that could not be approximated efficiently by oracles built with polynomially many (of the input size) gates out of a fixed basis?
Query complexity in the general sense. The definition of query complexity allowing arbitrary quantum oracles in a subset of Q rather than only the standard oracle gives rise to the following theoretical questions if we set aside the physical problem of implementability: How further would this · proposed extension pull down the query complexity of important problems with respect to particular subsets of oracles? How much computational power are we losing as we restrict our attention to the set of nonentangled oracles, basic oracles or simple oracles respectively? Another interesting problem in this direction is the question of efficient approximation of an oracle by queries of multiple oracles, i.e. given a subset B ⊆ Q and an oracle Q, when is it possible to efficiently approximate Q in the sense of our original definition of "Oracles Approximating Oracles" by allowing queries of multiple oracles in B?
The limits of the proposed idea. Recall that the main idea on which our results are based strives to demonstrate the existence of an eigenvector of a query of Q (2) for which no choice of {U k ∈ U M |1 ≤ k ≤ N + 1}, {p k = ±1|1 ≤ k ≤ N } would give rise to a good enough approximation in the sense of (3). As hinted earlier this sufficient condition that is attacked for impossibility of efficient approximation is by no means necessary in general. It is an interesting question to classify when this condition would fail even though the result of impossibility for efficient approximation is known between two particular oracles.
Existence of a similar upper bound on the required number of queries. By means of the method developed one could determine at a particular instance that at least N (δ) queries of Q (1) is required to approximate the oracle Q (2) up to δ but one could not guarantee that K(δ) queries of Q (1) would be sufficient to approximate the oracle Q (2) up to δ. The problem is to produce a good upper bound to the required number of queries based on the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of queries of both oracles. Although [4] and [10] constructively proves that the standard oracle efficiently approximates the phase oracle and the minimal oracle efficiently simulates the standard oracle at permutations respectively, it is an inherently difficult problem in the general setting to settle the question of efficient approximation in the opposite direction.
Can we impose an ordering relation on a sufficiently large subset of Q?. There exist oracles Q (1) and Q (2) such that neither one of them could efficiently approximate the other even though such a pathology is known not to occur for the typical examples at hand. Furthering this idea it is reasonable to ask if there exists a subset of Q with which we could equip a non-reflexive, transitive, anti-symmetric ordering relation ≺ corresponding to impossibility of efficient approximation between two oracles.
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